The reasons behind the gauge symmetry of the Standard Model, U(1) × SU(2) × SU(3), are still unsettled. One obvious feature is the low dimensionality of all its subgroups. Under certain conditions, a negative answer to the question why not larger groups like SU(15), or for that matter, SP(26) or E7? is possible.
The reasons behind the gauge symmetry of the Standard Model, U(1) × SU(2) × SU (3) , are still unsettled. One obvious feature is the low dimensionality of all its subgroups. Under certain conditions, a negative answer to the question why not larger groups like SU(15), or for that matter, SP(26) or E7? is possible.
We have recently observed that fermions charged under large groups acquire much bigger dynamical masses, all things being equal at a high e.g. GUT scale, than ordinary quarks. Should such multicharged fermions exist, they are just too heavy to be observed today (and have either decayed early on if coupled to the rest of the Standard Model, or become reliquial dark matter if uncoupled). Their mass scale is dictated by strong antiscreening of the running coupling for those larger groups (with an appropriately small number of flavors) together with scaling properties of the Dyson-Schwinger equation for the fermion mass.
The generated fermion mass (assuming only few flavors, to avoid spoiling antiscreening) grows exponentially with the number of colors as M(N c ) ∝ e N c × θ (N critical f − N f ) for scales much below the GUT scale. Large groups would be strongly coupled already near the GUT scale and fermions charged thereunder have correspondingly large masses.
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Recently [1] , we have proposed a workable reason why the SM groups are so small based on spontaneous mass generation in strongly coupled gauge theories. Other authors [2] have also recently pondered why these groups instead of others, and they guess that the smallness of their representations and corresponding Casimir invariants play a role. However, in the fundamental representation, the Casimir C F invariants grow linearly with the group dimension as shown in table 1 so that SU (4), SU (5) and groups of equal dimension are not so dissimilar to QCD.
Group
Color Factor (C F ) Table 1 : Color factors C F for fermions in the fundamental representation of all classical and most special (simple, compact) Lie groups [3, 4] . The Casimir C F is seen to grow linearly with the group dimension.
To achieve a clear separation of larger groups, a selection criterion that is exponential in the number of colors, rather than linear, is preferable. We have found that the mechanism of spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking generates a fermion mass that indeed scales exponentially with the number of colors if all groups are about equally strongly coupled at a large scale of order 10 15 -10 16 GeV. This is shown in figure 1. This exponential dependence removes fermions charged under large groups from the lowenergy spectrum. To obtain the result we used the scaling properties of a simplified Momentumsubtracted Dyson-Schwinger equation for the running fermion mass M(p 2 ) (highlighted in blue; the group-theoretical color factor is also highlighted in red)
This allows to establish a proportionality
between induced masses M(p 2 = 0) and the scales at which the respective groups become strongly coupled due to the running of their coupling constant σ down from µ.
The renormalization scale where both the coupling constant and the fermion masses are fixed (to α = 0.017 and m ≃ 1MeV) is µ = 10 15 GeV. These values are chosen so that the QCD coupling constant at the Z-pole and isospin-averaged light quark mass at 2 GeV take their known values while evolving from µ with the one-loop renormalization group equation.
The scale σ where the coupling constant becomes strong (which we take to mean C F α s = 0.4, which would roughly correspond to the charmonium scale in QCD-the benchmark-) is reminded in figure 2. (11N c − 2N f ) , on the group's fundamental dimension only. All couplings are chosen to be the same at the GUT scale 10 15 GeV.
The largest group represented, SU (12), is seen to become strongly coupled just below the GUT scale.
In conclusion, we cannot predict whether there are (or not) fermions charged under larger Lie groups than are seen in the known Standard Model spectrum. But we find a simple negative answer: if there is something to Grand Unification ideas and indeed a new scale of physics around 10 15 GeV emerges, and if those other Lie-based gauge theories have all similar couplings there, then the fermions charged under those groups have very large masses and are not yet visible.
Thus, the situation could roughly be that the electroweak U (1) × SU (2) L model is too weakly coupled to feature spontaneous mass generation (an explicit Higgs field is necessary), QCD is just rightly coupled to trigger the mechanism at the GeV scale, and groups of larger dimension also have spontaneously generated masses, but the scale is exponentially larger 1 .
A final feature of spontaneous symmetry breaking that we need to discuss is the presence of (quasi)Goldstone bosons. Upon generating a fermion mass and breaking the global symmetry, a family of pion-like pseudoscalar particles is necessary, with typical mass below that of the fermions. The Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation M 2 π f 2 π = −2msuggests that their mass is of order
What does the nonobservation of such pseudoscalar particles up to energies of order 1 TeV imply? Proceeding to larger dimension than in the Standard Model, fermions charged under SU (4) would inhabit the σ (4) ∼ 100 − 1000 TeV region. With m q ∼ 1 MeV, we see that the corresponding Goldstone bosons would have masses M π (SU (4)) ∼ 10 GeV (4) which would put them in the bottomonium region. Seeing how hard it was to discover the pseudoscalar η b , this possibility should be left open for more careful investigation.
To proceed beyond qualitative statements, one would need to achieve precision calculations in gauge theories with large groups which become strongly coupled. Lattice gauge theory is already being deployed [5] in studies beyond the Standard Model and one could imagine a precise prediction of the masses of SU (4)-charged fermions and corresponding Goldstone bosons becoming available.
